
SOCIAL DISTANCING 
SIGNAGE
Prevent the spread of COVID-19

Tel: 01925 767 106
Email: info@ppmprint.com
Web: www.ppmprint.com
Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options



MAKE THE 
WORKPLACE SAFE

As lockdown measures are easing, we have designed a range of products that 
will help all businesses and public areas impose the correct social distancing 
measures to help prevent the spread of Coronavirus and responsibly keep 
customers, visitors and staff safe.

We have provided information regarding sizes and material options and there is 
no minimum order required.  Please browse the range and order via our website 
or contact us for a quote - remember that if you have any specific requirements 
or need custom artwork to be created to fit in with your company's branding, we 
will be happy to work with you and accommodate your needs.
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SIGNAGE - Posters / Foamex Boards

FLOOR VINYLS

FLOOR/STAIR SIGNS

WINDOW CLINGS

ROLLER BANNERS

OUTDOOR SIGNAGE - A-Frames / Correx Boards / Alupanels

PAYMENTS - Sneeze Guards / Strut Cards

BOLLARD COVERS

QUEUE FLOOR MARKING9



SIGNAGE
Posters  /  Foamex Boards

POSTERS
Material:
Waterproof 220mic PVC
For outdoor use or wet areas
150gsm Silk
For indoor use

FOAMEX BOARD
Material:
5mm foamex
For indoor use.
Available to buy with sharp corners, rounded corners or 
with drilled holes at the corners to aid in displaying.

Sizes available:
A5, A4, A3, A2, A1, A0

Sizes available:
A3, A2, A1, A0

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-001 CODE: PPM-CV-002

CODE: PPM-CV-003 CODE: PPM-CV-004

CODE: PPM-CV-006 CODE: PPM-CV-007

CODE: PPM-CV-005

CODE: PPM-CV-008
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FLOOR VINYLS
Anti-glare / Anti-slip

Make your message impossible to ignore 
with floor stickers - made using a semi 
matt sand structure to eliminate glare 
and protect it from the elements. They 
are also approved by the ASTM C 1028-
2007 ‘friction test’ so Health & Safety 
won’t have anything to worry about.
Self adhesive and easy to apply and 
remove.

For indoor use
Sizes available:
Circle: 30cm x 30cm or 100cm x 100cm
Square: 50cm x 50cm or 100cm x 100cm
Rectangle: 100cm x 50cm

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-009 CODE: PPM-CV-013CODE: PPM-CV-012CODE: PPM-CV-011CODE: PPM-CV-010

CODE: PPM-CV-014 CODE: PPM-CV-018CODE: PPM-CV-017CODE: PPM-CV-016CODE: PPM-CV-015
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FLOORING SIGNS
For stairs or floor markings

CODE: PPM-CV-019

Made using the same material as our 
circular and square floor vinyls - a semi 
matt sand structure for antiglare and 
anti-slip purposes. These designs are 
for featuring in different types of spaces 
where floor space is of a minimum and 
particularly useful in buildings with 
stairs. Self adhesive and easy to apply 
and remove.

For indoor use
Sizes available:
Circle: 100cm x 13cm

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-020

CODE: PPM-CV-021

CODE: PPM-CV-022
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WINDOW CLINGS

Printed on 150mic Gloss White Self 
Cling these window clings comfortably 
stick to the outside of the window and 
can be peeled and re-used in a number 
of locations. Window clings are face 
printed on white cling and can’t be 
stuck to the inside of a window and 
viewed externally.

Sizes available:
Circle: 30cm x 30cm

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-025CODE: PPM-CV-024CODE: PPM-CV-023
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ROLLER BANNERS

STANDARD ROLLER BANNER
Make the message obvious and clear to keep staff and customers safe with our roller banners.  
They come pre-fitted in a stand with swing out feet for stability. Our standard roller banner is 
recommended for using a hand full of times or in circumstances where you will not need to open 
and put away on a regular basis.

Material:
Scratch-resistant 220mic Banner PVC

Sizes available:
80cm x 200cm

PREMIUM ROLLER BANNER
Keep customers & staff safe on your premises by displaying clear social distancing practise 
for all to abide by.  Our premium roller banners have a more sleek and robust stand and are 
recommended to withstand regular assembly.

Sizes available:
80cm x 200cm
100cm x 200cm

Material:
Scratch-resistant 220mic Banner PVC

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-027CODE: PPM-CV-026
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OUTDOOR SIGNAGE
A-Frames / Correx Boards / Alupanels

A-FRAMES
A-Frames are  a great way to demonstrate the 
preventative measures  you are taking within 
your business even before your customer 
enters.  Passers by from both directions can 
be reassured by the responsible approach you 
are taking to keep staff and customers safe.  
Your chosen artwork will be duplicated on both 
sides on a weatherproof PVC, pre-fitted into the 
frame which has a mechanism which allows 
the posters to be removed and replaced to 
alternate designs.
Please see page 3 to choose your poster 
design

OUTDOOR SIGNAGE
Our Correx Boards and Aluminium 
Panels are highly recommended for 
when you need to inform customers 
of the Coronavirus prevention 
safety measures you are imposing 
before entering or for businesses 
that largely operate outside.  
Both materials are weatherproof, 
lightweight and available to buy 
with pre-drilled corner holes to aid 
in easy assembly. While both are 
very durable, it is recommended to 
opt for the aluminium material for 
longer lasting use.

All of the adjecent designs are 
available in either material in these 
sizes:
A3, A2, A1, A0 (for custom sizes 
please enquire)

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-030

CODE: PPM-CV-033

CODE: PPM-CV-029

CODE: PPM-CV-032

CODE: PPM-CV-028

CODE: PPM-CV-031
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PAYMENTS
Sneeze Guards & Strut Cards

SNEEZE GUARDS
These sneeze guards protect in store staff from close interaction with customers at a time where 
social distancing of 2m cannot be adhered to.  The gap underneath still allows for products and 
payment transactions to take place.

Material: 3.5mm Correx with a 400mic Clear PVC window.    Size: 776mm x 600mm

STRUT CARDS
With contactless limits now being taken up to £45, many customers are trying to keep payments 
contactless, but by encouraging it in your business, it will promote a more hygenic way of paying and 
there will be less chance of cross contamination

Material: 450gsm silk, affixed to a rigid box-board    Sizes: A5, A4

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-036CODE: PPM-CV-035CODE: PPM-CV-034

CODE: PPM-CV-037 CODE: PPM-CV-038
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BOLLARD COVERS

Give your clients all the benefits of this eye-
catching outdoor display option. These 
three-sided bollard covers are made from 
Correx and come pre-creased with glue-free 
fastening tabs. They’re perfect for promoting 
a shop re-opening or social distancing 
measures you want to convey before a 
customer or visitor enters. 

Material:
3.5mm fluted Correx
    
Size:
each side is 36cm wide and 112cm high
Suitable for bollards up to 205mm in 
diameter.

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-041CODE: PPM-CV-040CODE: PPM-CV-039
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QUEUE FLOOR MARKING
FLOOR TAPE - £7.99 PER ROLL
Please note - this item is not available for 
personalisation and is only available in this 
wording/design.
Recommended for indoor use.

Material / Size:
Self Adhesize tape roll - 33m long - for you to cut 
and place where necessary.and place where necessary.

Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options

CODE: PPM-CV-043
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CODE: PPM-CV-042

CODE: PPM-CV-044

CODE: PPM-CV-045 CODE: PPM-CV-046

FLOOR MARKER STENCILS
An outdoor solution to marking a social distancing queue. Spray paint is available to buy in a 
selection of colours - please enquire.
Material / Size:
Stencil is 210x210mm vinyl (can be used again and again and cleaned for storage)



CONTACT TO TO ORDER OR GET A QUOTE

TEL: 01925 767 106
EMAIL: INFO@PPMPRINT.COM

WEB: WWW.PPMPRINT.COM
Get in touch to order or discuss your custom made options


